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Location
We feel one of the budgetary advantages of this screenplay is its limited location. In all but
a couple of scenes, the location is a FOREST, albeit on a distant planet. (distant planet not
required.) A river and waterfall is present as well.
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Cast
Another budgetary appeal is the limited cast. Two main characters, four supporting
characters, one alien, and under ten extras.
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Character Arc
Our hero is tough, manly, and independent, almost an antihero to start. We hope this will
appeal to the 15-45 action/adventure audience. By the end, the rust has been knocked off
and he comes to a place where he can embrace service, people and life again. But is it too
late?
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Second Lead
The “B” story will function as a co-lead. A tough as nails female without sacrificing any of
her personal identity. A veiled love interest, perhaps, but her function and role is not simply
to be someone for the male lead to kiss. A troubled past of her own, she is cut from the
same cloth as our hero. She will nudge our hero off the ledge and be a competent partner.
For the record, we would not mind having Timothy Olyphant and Stana Katic play these
parts. As long as we’re dreaming, we also thought Idris Elba and Angela Bassett.
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Third Act Twist
Who likes happy endings, right? As our heroes race back to earth, armed with the
knowledge of both the alien menace and how to defeat them, the one thing they do not
know is that the forest planet was the aliens’ second stop. We fade out with our rangers
emerging onto a ravaged and devastated earth. Are there any survivors left but them? Find
out in the sequel!
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It’s Like This Meets That...
“The same but different.” The terror of ALIEN, the fun of PREDATOR, the isolation of
OBLIVION, the feel of an ending like SKYLINE and CLOVERFIELD. Different in that we have
an alien with unique motivations, characters whose emotional journeys are echoes of some
of the larger themes present, a forest planet instead of a ship, and an apocalypse they
come to at the end rather than living through at the beginning.

Oh, and a very plucky robot called P.A.L. who is C3PO meets Oliver Hardy mets Mrs.
Doubtfire. He’s spherical, about the size of a car tire. Our male lead doesn’t really like him,
but he kinda does.
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Theme
“HARVESTING”
Certainly “reaping what you sow”, but also the idea that if what we do to the earth suddenly
starts happening to us we wouldn’t like it much at all. Treating the earth as we would like to
be treated is another way to put it.
Our male lead feels like he has had something stripped from him and it has molded his
mindset and behaviour a certain way. Our female lead has experienced violence in her life
and it has given her a certain perspective. Both will come to the conclusion that what they
have lost is precious and they wish to have it back.
This is in tandem with the larger notion that after having ravished the earth of her precious
resources, mankind turns to outer planets and begins to do the same. Humanity loses the
most precious natural resource we have, the ground under our feet. Now an evil alien race
deals us the same hand we have dealt nature for decades.
All wrapped up in an exciting sci-fi action/adventure.
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A Sincere Thank You
Thank you for the privilege of letting us pitch you our story. We appreciate that the script is
only where it begins. We understand and embrace the very real fact that film is a
collaborative enterprise and welcome your feedback should you decide this concept is right
for you.
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